High Interest In Field Day Football By Lower Classes

Seventy Freshmen and Sophomores Chose Football Every Night

New Manager for Paint

All juniors interested in applying for appointments as equipment manager are requested to check with the secretary in the A.A. office on the third floor of Walker and leave their names.

Through action taken by the Institute Committee on M.T.A.T. at its recent meeting on Monday night, a new equipment manager was created for the issuing of the paint to the A.A. This department will be housed in the Barbour Field House and will be under the personal direction of the equipment manager who should be a member of the Junior Class and will have one or more Sophomore assistants. In addition he will have the status of a regular manager and will therefore be eligible for a position on the Executive Committee in his senior year.

Tech Union Meets Freshmen Tuesday

Open Discussions And Lectures Will Be Held By Forum Group

All freshmen interested in competing for positions on the Tech Union, will meet at 5:00 o'clock, Thursday, in Memorial Tower, to talk over problems of the Union. A representative was announced today by Harold J. B. Staggs, publicity manager for the Union.

The Tech Union is an open.forum organization started last year under the guidance of the University Department of English. More than 150 freshmen and sophomores are interested as members of the forum, and the free discussion and the personal and business concerns, which are presented, are real, and the lack of interest shown by Tech men.

Contractors Hold First Meeting

Sid Madison, '37, New Secretary, Treasurer Of Club

Professor W. C. Voss of the Department of Building Construction and Engineering was the guest speaker at the first meeting of the Associated Technology Chapter of the Associated Student Bodies of America at the Tech, the second held last night in Rooms 6-224.

The first meeting was held at noon yesterday for the personal and business concerns of the Associated Technology Chapter. The meeting finished the last meeting of the chapter, which was held last week, and the formal election of officers.

The Associated Technology Chapter was created when representatives of various student bodies met in the guidance of Theodore Smith, of Ingersoll Rand, to talk over prospects it was hoped could be raised for the future.

The Associated Technology Chapter is considered the nearest approach to a Tech Freshmen and Sophomore group that could be applied to a readiness to act in the guidance of the Associated Student Bodies of America.

58,507 Square Yards of Wall Surface Were Painted by Institute Last Year

Fifteen batches of the ordinary white paint used could be filled sufficiently for the walls of the building by the Institute on Friday, June 7, 1935, to the number of 58,507 square yards. This was the last work of the Painting and Decorating first class. The work was to be completed by the end of this month.

The painting of the walls is a part of the Institute's regular activities, and is carried on by the students under the supervision of the Faculty Member in charge of the class.

The work is done by the students of the Institute, who are paid for their labor. The pay is determined by the amount of work done and the quality of the work performed. The students are provided with materials, tools, and equipment, and are required to clean and repair the buildings as necessary.

The work is done in a systematic and scientifically controlled manner, and the results are carefully monitored to ensure that the work is completed to the satisfaction of the Institute.

The work is also a valuable learning experience for the students, as it allows them to apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired in the classroom to real-world situations.
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Inquiries
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Jonathan H. Cribb, '37, 347 Court St.,
Dohman:

"The Coop certainly is a profit-
making exception. I believe that it
is a great place where we can get our
supplies, because I know from experience
that I can get the same goods much cheaper
elsewhere."

Abraham B. Levine, '38, 388 Geneva
Ave., Dorchester:

"Is there any time I heard of the Coop any-
way?"

John A. Buros, '37, 26 Burrows St.,
Dohman:

"Since I have never been too terribly
involved in the Coop, I cannot answer
whether the Coop is making a profit.
I know that I have saved on some of my
supplies."

"Apple-polishing" is the reason
why the Coop is successful.

Whoever heard of the Coop any-
way?"

The Coop is a great place for
students to get their supplies.

Vacancy on Executive Council

Paul Schneider, '39; Dean Vander-
Borros, Chun. President.

Junior Prom Elections on November
13. Appointments approved by the
Executive Council following the re-
nomination of graduates, including
students of the Class of 1938.

Tryouts for the upcoming season
were announced.

Terms of the elections:

Resolved: That a liberal
basis election be adopted.

RIP COLJNIS, of the
St. Louis Cardinals:

"Here's the best
donkey I know that
Cameo are mild-I
can smoke them
steadily, and they
never get my mouth
or upset my nerves."

J. A. BROOKS, '32
and '33 All-Amer-
ican Lacrosse Team:

"I have smoked
Cameo for 3 years.
No wonder how
many times Came-
co never upset my
nerves or caused me.

Jennie Rogers, known as the
"Little Missy," says: "Cameo,
being so mild, do not
upset my nerves or
my mind. And CAMEO
never gives me any
headache either."

YOU'LL LIKE
THEIR MILDNESS TOO

Camel's mildness.
Consider what this means.
Healthy nerves—physical
fitness—round wind—
happy health—money
spending possibilities.
Enjoy Camels' mildness—smoke
as much as you wish. For all
alcoholics have found that
Camels don't upset their
wind or jangle their nerves.

JAMESTOWN, Olympic/Decathlon
Champion, says: "I've been a
CAMEL smoker for years. Cameo
are so mild they don't get my wind
or cut down my speed. And Camel is
a better-saving cigarette; al-
ways rich, smooth, and mellow."

WILLIE MACCAR-
thy, also known as
Open Champion,
says: "Camels are
mild. They don't
upset my wind or
make my nerves
jangle. I'll walk a
mile for them!"

Camel's mildness.

"THEY DON'T
GET YOUR WIND"

ATHLETES SAY

S O M I L D

"YOU CAN SMOKE
ALL YOU WANT"

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS

- Camel's are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

-Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem.